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GRAPHS  OF MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS

J.   J.   BUCKLEY

Abstract.    Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the

measurability of a function in terms of its graph.

1. Introduction. Let Xx be an arbitrary nonempty set and let sé be a

cr-algebra of subsets of Xx. X2 is a complete separable metric space and

382 is the Borel field in X2. The Borel field is the minimal cr-algebra over the

open sets. It Xx is a topological space, then 38x is the Borel field in Xx.

lff.Xx-+X2,thenG(f) = {(x,y)\x e Xx,y=f(x)}andfis3Sx(sé)-measuxable

if and only iffo\0) e 38xisé) for every O open in X2. It is known that:

(1) if X2 = R and iff is ¿/-measurable, then Gif) eséx382, the product

cr-algebra [2, p. 143]; and (2) if Xx is a complete separable metric space,

then/is ^-measurable if and only if G(f) is a Borel subset of XxxX2

(Propositions 1 and 6 in §3). This characterization of Borel measurability

has been used to define measurability of set-valued maps [1]. The following

theorem gives the corresponding result to (2) for Lebesgue measurable

functions. For completeness, the propositions on Borel and analytic sets

needed to prove the Theorem and to establish (2) above are included in

§3 on analytic sets which follows the proof of the Theorem.

2. Main result. Let pbe a measure on 38x and let ß be the completion

of p and sé the completion of 38x. Let Jf be all the sets of ß measure zero.

Theorem. Let Xx be a complete separable metric space. Then f is sé-

measurable if and only ifG(f) e séx382.

Proof,    a. Let Gif) e sé x 332.

1. If £ e séx382, then there are sets £, e 38xx382, E2^XxxX2, and

£3 eA^X 382 (product cr-ring) such that £=£,U£2 and £2<=£3, because

if ¡f is all such unions, then Sf contains all the measurable rectangles in

sé x382 and if is a monotone class.

2. Each element in 38 x x382isa Borel subset of Xx x X2.

3. Let O be open in X2 and let G(f) = Ex\JE2, £2<=£3. Now Es<=NxB,

for some N e Jf and some B e 382, because if ST is all subsets of Xx X X2
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which are contained in a measurable rectangle in Jrx382, then ¿F is a

cr-ring containing all the measurable rectangles in Jfx382. Let A¡ =

iXxxO)r>Ei, i=l, 2, 3. If F is the projection of XxxX2 into Xx, then

fo1(0)=P(Ax)\JP(A2). Now P(A2)cP(A3)cN, so P(A2)esé.

4. We show that P(AX) e sé, and it follows that / is ¿/-measurable.

Now P(A2) is contained in some C e 38x of ß measure zero. Let D =

Xx — C and let D be the closure of D. Define g:X,—>-X2 so that its graph is

(Exn(D x X2))U(C x {y0}), some fixed ya e X2. Letg1 beg restricted to D.

Let Ai = (DxO)C\Ex and let Ai = (DxO)r\G(g1). Since D is a com-

plete separable metric space we have that P(A¡) and D—P(Ab) =

P((D x (X2 — 0))nG(g1)) are analytic subsets of D (Proposition 3). There-

fore P(Ab) is a Borel subset of D (Proposition 5). So there is an F £ 38x

so that PiAs) = FnD. Then P(Ai) = FnD and P(AA is a Borel subset of

Xx. But P(Ax) = P(Ai)U(P(Ax)nC) and P(AX)C\C e Jf, so that P(AX) e sé.

b. Let / be ¿/-measurable. For each n choose a disjoint sequence

{/l¿,n}i=i of elements in 382 whose union is X2 and whose diameter is less

than 1/n. Then
00 00

Gif) = fi  U if-\Ai¡n) x AiJesé x 382,
n=l  ¡=1

because f-^38^ sé.

Corollary. Let f:K*-*-R, let sé be the Lebesgue subsets of R", and

let 38 be the Borel subsets of R. Then fis Legesgue measurable if and only if

its graph is measurable with respect to the product o-algebra séx 38.

3. Analytic sets. If F is a topological space, then the analytic subsets

of F are the continuous images of the Borel subsets of F. Xx and X2 are

complete separable metric spaces, / is the irrational numbers in (0, 1)

with the usual topology, N is the positive integers (discrete topology), and

d2 is the metric on X2.

Proposition 1. If f.Xx-^X2 is 38x-measurable, then G(f) is a Borel

subset ofXxxX2 [3, pp. 384, 457].

Proof. The function h(.\\, x2) = d2(f(xx), x2) is a Borel measurable

mapping of Xxx X2 into the reals. Hence G(f) = h~1(0) is Borel.

Proposition 2. Every Borel subset of Xx is the continuous image of I

[3, p. 446].

Proof. Let Sf be all subsets of Xx which are continuous images of /.

Since every complete separable metric space is the continuous image of /

[3, p. 440], all the closed subsets of Xx are in Sf. Now 38x is the smallest

class of subsets of Xx which contains the closed sets and is closed under

countable unions and intersections [3, p. 344]. It remains to show Sf is
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closed under countable unions and intersections. Let /l¿=/(/)e Sf,

i=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and let A = (JZi A{, B=f]Zi ^¿- If h ¡s the irrationals in

(n-l,n), «>1, define/on I*=\Jñ=iIn as follows:/(x)=/„(x-«-|-l) if

x e /„. Then/is continuous and/(/*)=^4. So, Ae Sf since /* is homeo-

morphic to I.

Define £={x=(x,, x2, • • •) 6 IN\fx(xx)=f2(x2) = - ■ ■}. E is empty if and

only if B is empty. Define/* on £ as follows: f*(x)=fo(xx). Then/*

is continuous and/*(£)=£. Let Ñ=N'V. Ñ, with the usual metric, is a

complete separable metric space. Since / and N are homeomorphic [3,

p. 407], there is a homeomorphism X:ÑN~>IA. Also, NN is a complete

separable metric space. Now A_1(£) is closed in N because £ is closed in

IN and so X~\E)=f(I),/continuous. Hence B=f*Af(I) and BeSf.

Proposition 3. If f:Xx-+X2 is continuous and B e 38x, then f(B) is

analytic [3, p. 454].

Proof. If X2 is countable, then/(5) is countable and in 382. Assume

that X2 is uncountable. Then there is a (/¿-set A in X2 and a homeomorphism

g between / and A [3, p. 445]. By Proposition 2, B=h(I), h continuous.

So fiB)=fhgiA) is analytic.

Proposition 4. If A and B are two disjoint analytic subsets of Xx, then

there is a Borel set £cXx so that A<^E and £Oß is empty [3, p. 485].

Proposition 5. If A and Ac are analytic subsets ofXx, then A is a Borel

set [3, p. 486].

Proof.    Let B=AC in Proposition 4.

Proposition 6. ///: XX^X2 such that Gif) is a Borel subset of Xx x X2,

then fis 38x-measurable 13, p. 489].

Proof. Let O be open in X2. By Proposition 3,/_1(0) is analytic in Xx

because it is the projection of Borel G(f)C\(XxxO) into Xx. Similarly,

if-1iO))c=f'1iOc) is analytic in Xx. Therefore fo\0) is Borel by Prop-

osition 5.
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